INTRODUCTION
Among the possible sequelae generated by central nervous system lesions, language and speech alterations are highlighted by the potential functional impairment that may result. Aphasia brings great suffering to the patient, relatives and caregivers. It is estimated that the incidence of aphasia caused by stroke is between 21% and 38%.
1,2 It is widely known that complete spontaneous recovery from a brain lesion is the exception rather than the rule. Efficient rehabilitation strategies are necessary, in which detailed knowledge of the target population is fundamental. Our objective was to contribute to this knowledge through the description of adults with speech and/or language disturbances treated at a Speech Pathology Unit linked to the Neurology Department of a tertiary-level university hospital (Hospital das Clínicas of the Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo) from 1995 to 2000.
METHODS
We present a retrospective study of 192 subjects with speech or language alterations. These were attended to via the outpatient service of the Speech Pathology Unit during the five-year period from 1995 to 2000. The patients were indicated: a) by the Speech Pathology team after their evaluation and diagnosis while interned in the Neurology Service, b) by neurologists and geriatricians from other outpatient clinics of the same hospital and c) by graduate students from a teaching and research facility linked to the Speech Pathology Department. Since this is a tertiary university hospital, spontaneous seeking of attendance is almost non-existent in our service. The age of the patients varied from 11 to 83 years (average 51.4 years; standard deviation 17.7 years). Patients were evaluated using formal language tests, including a functional evaluation through closed questions, the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE), the Boston Naming Test (BNT) 3 and the Token Test. 4 From the total sample, 185 (96.3%) performed the BDAE, 135 (70.3%) performed the BNT, while 69 (35.9%) performed the Token Test. The time interval between the onset of symptoms and the evaluation was extremely variable, ranging from 1 month to 8 years.
Most aphasics present deterioration in word finding, albeit mild. For this reason, we adopted below-normal performances for naming and verbal fluency tests, as the criteria for aphasia diagnosis, thus resulting in a sample of 133 patients (seven patients who did not perform the Boston and 52 with normal scores in the abovementioned tests were excluded). Fourteen subjects with vascular lesions restricted to a single lobe (3 frontal, 4 parietal and 7 temporal) in the left hemisphere were selected to undergo a more detailed analysis of aphasia symptoms. Seventeen aphasic subjects with vascular lesions in the left hemisphere were selected for comparison with 17 normal subjects, all performing the Token Test. The latter were not subdivided according to the specific lesion site, so as to make statistical analysis possible. The data were analyzed utilizing the Mann-Whitney nonparametric method. We considered a value of p < 0.05 as statistically significant. The statis-CONTEXT: Aphasia is a very disabling condition caused by neurological diseases. In Brazil, we have little data on the profile of aphasics treated in rehabilitation centers.
OBJECTIVE:
To present a descriptive study of 192 patients, providing a reference sample of speech and language disturbances among Brazilians.
DESIGN:
Retrospective study. 
SETTING:

PROCEDURES:
We collected data relating to demographic variables, etiology, language evaluation (functional evaluation, Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination, Boston Naming and Token Test), and neuroimaging studies.
MAIN MEASUREMENTS:
The results obtained in language tests and the clinical and neuroimaging data were organized and classified. Seventy aphasics were chosen for constructing a profile. Fourteen subjects with left single-lobe dysfunction were analyzed in detail. Seventeen aphasics were compared with 17 normal subjects, all performing the Token Test.
RESULTS:
One hundred subjects (52%) were men and 92 (48%) women. Their education varied from 0 to 16 years (average: 6.5; standard deviation: 4.53).
We identified the lesion sites in 104 patients: 89% in the left hemisphere and 58% due to stroke. The incidence of aphasia was 70%; dysarthria and apraxia, 6%; functional alterations in communication, 17%; and 7% were normal. Statistically significant differences appeared when comparing the subgroup to controls in the Token Test.
CONCLUSIONS:
We believe that this sample contributes to a better understanding of neurological patients with speech and language disturbances and may be useful as a reference for health professionals involved in the rehabilitation of such disorders. tical analysis was accomplished by using the GraphPad InStat® version 3.05 software.
RESULTS
In the gender distribution, 100 subjects (52%) were men and 92 (48%) women. Regarding education, we found a variation ranging from 0 to 16 years (average: 6.5 years; standard deviation: 4.53 years). Preferential handedness was exhibited by 124 patients, with 119 (96%) being right-handed. The etiology for the development of speech and language disturbances found in the sample is shown in Figure 1 . The frequency of symptoms obtained for the 185 patients who performed the BDAE was analyzed and the profile obtained is shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
From the cases with focal lesions, it was possible to determine the specific lesion sites in 104 (from neuroimaging descriptions). Their distribution is demonstrated in Figure 4 . The lesions were grouped as "perisylvian" (involving the whole language area), "anterior" and "posterior" (relative to the Sylvian fissure), subcortical (basal nuclei and thalamus), "multiple" and "other" (cerebellar and brain stem lesions). Most lesions were situated in the left hemisphere (89%), and there was a total of 11 cases with lesion in the right hemisphere only: 2 thalamic, 1 temporal, 1 frontal, 1 parietal, 3 frontotemporal, 2 frontotemporal-parietal, 1 temporoparietal-occipital and 1 of basal nuclei.
The incidence of aphasics in this sample was 70% (133/192). The remaining 30% consisted of patients with speech motor disturbances such as dysarthria and apraxia (6%) and functional (non-aphasic) communication alterations. In 7% of the subjects the scores were normal. In order to build a performance profile for aphasics from the various Boston subtests, similar to those existing for English speakers, 3 we chose a sample of 70 subjects with proven left hemispheric lesion from the 133 aphasics mentioned above (Table 1 ). The diagnosis of aphasia was based on the cutoff scores derived from a Brazilian sample.
5
Upon analysis of the subgroup with lesions in the left hemisphere that performed the Token Test, we observed statistically significant differences in the performance (from the second part onwards), when compared to the control group (Table 2) .
DISCUSSION
Based on the results obtained for the 185 patients submitted to Boston evaluation, we now present a brief analysis of the symptoms most frequently found in oral and reading comprehension, oral and written production, and naming.
With regard to the oral comprehension subitems (Table 1) , we noted that the greatest number of errors was in body-part identification and complex ideational material. Errors in the body-part identification task related to specific regions such as some fingers that are less frequently named. The performance in the complex ideational material task requires integrity of functions varying from the most elementary word comprehension to working memory (necessary for the accomplishment of syntactic analysis), as well as discourse and text comprehension (right hemisphere function). This increases the number of possible sites favoring the appearance of such symptoms.
The analysis of repetition alterations showed that aphasia with repetition disturbances (100/133) was three times more frequent than aphasia without repetition disturbances (75% versus 25%, respectively) ( Figure  3) . We believe that this finding can be partly explained by the high incidence of stroke as the etiology factor (58% or 111 cases), with perisylvian lesions (in the middle cerebral artery territory) being very common (Figure 4) .
The reading comprehension tests ( Figure  2 ) revealed that the patients' performance was worse in the oral spelling task. Even among normal subjects, this task represents a cognitive requirement that is uncommon for Brazilians, since Portuguese is a language in which there is a high degree of phoneme-grapheme correspondence. In the comprehension of sentences and paragraphs task, it was observed that the proportion of subjects who performed well (83/156 or 53.2%) was greater than in the analogous test of complex ideational material (74/180 or 41%). Written material can be reread, and thus is not as strongly depend- ant on the temporal processing of information as spoken language is. The same effect had an influence, albeit more discreetly, when the repetition and oral reading tests were compared (Figure 3 ). In the written production tests (Figure 3 ), the distribution of errors was fairly homogenous. Nonetheless, these were the tests with the highest level of non-performance, especially due to low education level and the cooccurrence of right hemiparesis in subjects with left hemispheric lesions.
In the naming subtests (Figure 3 ), patients performed better in responsive naming tasks than in the visual confrontation naming task. The responsive naming task allows a degree of verbal-semantic association, since the questions contain a related word. In our sample we found 52 subjects who presented normal performance in the responsive naming, visual confrontation naming and verbal fluency tasks. Of these, 48 were submitted to the BNT, in which only 4 (8.3%) obtained a score below normal. This data suggests that the greatest importance of this test is in the characterization of anomia (through the qualitative analysis of errors) rather than in improving the sensitivity of the diagnosis when compared to the naming subtests of the Boston tests, as Goodglass and Kaplan 3 have already recognized.
The intention of the Token Test authors was to devise a test that would create a totally artificial situation, in which the tested subject could not base his answers on contextual clues or on his habitual speech outlines so as to improve his performance. 4 We found that from the second part onwards there was a difference in the results of the Token test when comparing brain-damaged individuals and normal ones (Table 2) , exactly when the tasks depended on a more specific solicitation of language comprehension and working memory.
The high incidence of aphasics in this sample (70%) was due to the fact that it represented the attendance provided by a group of speech therapists linked to a university service, in which the complexity of cases is greater. The remaining 30% consisted of patients with speech motor disturbances such as dysarthria and apraxia (6%), and functional communication alterations (non-aphasic) such as discourse and paralinguistic disabilities or working memory deficits, related to right-hemisphere, frontal or bilateral dysfunction (17%). In 7% of the subjects the scores were normal. We believe that the profiles shown in Tables 1  and 2 may be useful in classifying the severity of aphasia in Brazilian patients.
Due to factors related to lesion extension, etiology, neural plasticity, previous language competence and the interaction between language and other cognitive functions, many patients fail to fit within recognized typed syndromes. In such cases, the attempt to reduce the patient's symptomatology to a typical pattern can harm the overall view of the real communication problem and compromise the efficiency of speech therapy. In order to illustrate this discussion, we selected some cases with single and circumscribed lesions in the left hemisphere. The discussion is based on the average performance of patients from each group, whose lesions are not necessarily equivalent in size. Occipital lesions were not considered because they are not very likely to cause primary language disturbances. Frontal region lesions immediately bring to mind classical "expression aphasia". In fact, grammar and syntax alterations, impoverishment of spontaneous speech and reduction in verbal fluency tests can be found even in lesions that spare Broca's area. 6, 7 In our sample, we found three subjects with frontal lesions and severe problems in the oral comprehension tasks, which were associated with the poor performance already expected in production tests. These patients presented an interesting combination of cognitive symptoms, in which the presence of other frontal symptoms (lack of initiative and attention and working memory deficits, associated with difficulties in strategy choice and maintaining task execution) led to language dysfunction that surpassed what would be expected if we were only to consider the classical language area disturbances. Thus, working memory deficits can interfere with syntactic comprehension and repetition tasks [8] [9] [10] and attention deficits and disturbances in strategy elaboration can also interfere in the results of comprehension tests. 11 This fact is particularly important in the evaluation of patients with frontal lesions, where central executive functions or behavioral alterations can largely and diffusely compromise overall performance in language tests. Occasionally, supplementary patient evaluation via neuropsychological examination or non-verbal tests is necessary to allow the results obtained in the formal language testing to be interpreted adequately.
In four cases of purely parietal lesions, we noted milder symptomatology in which the characteristics related to reading and writing predominated. In fact, the storage of sensorymotor engrams necessary for writing production and perception is attributed to the left parietal lobe. 12 In the cases selected for analysis, we did not observe huge repetition alterations or anomia, as would be expected in angular and supramarginal gyri lesions. It is interesting to note the constant difficulties in identifying body parts, which is compatible with the body image representation function executed by the parietal region.
In the purely temporal lesions, we found that language was more severely compromised than in the parietal lesions, with greater involvement of comprehension, naming, reading and writing tasks. It is interesting to note the similarity in performance profile between temporal and frontal lesions. In fact, in the criteria for classical aphasia classification, sometimes the main aspects that permit differentiation between Wernicke and Broca aphasia are fluency and the occurrence and type of paraphasia, since other aspects can be compromised to varying degrees, with the overlapping of symptoms.
3,13 When some degree of malfunction in frontal executive tasks is added, the classification boundaries can become tenuous. It is worth noting that the differentiation between anterior and posterior language disturbances is more consistently achieved when the detailed aspects of linguistic processing derived from cognitive neuropsychology are studied.
CONCLUSION
Descriptive and epidemiological studies on the characteristics and behavior of Brazilian people are scarce in the field of neuropsychology. More often than not, clinicians and researchers have to rely on foreign parameters when classifying and working with Brazilian patients. We believe that this description contributes to a better understanding of our neurological patients with speech and language disturbances and it may be useful as a reference for health professionals involved in the rehabilitation of such disorders.
Identification of alterations at various linguistic levels and in comprehension and production processes does not mean that aphasics' difficulties are restricted to the field of linguistics. The cognitive demands of tasks with varying degrees of complexity makes it clear that cognitive processing has a strong basis in language, and that aphasia can cause extreme difficulties in tasks involving uncertain contents or that have complex organization and integration in linguistic terms. This integrated view of language and other cognitive abilities is recent and has been recognized by neurolinguists who have studied aphasia in many languages. 
